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Abstract
This study examines the agenda setting of candidates’ attributes and its relationship with polarized candidate evaluation among TV news viewers. Content analyses of candidates’ affective attributes during the 2012 presidential election indicate partisan imbalance from CNN’s Anderson Cooper and Fox’s Special Report. NBC Nightly News was relatively balanced. Watching a particular program was positively associated with attribute agenda setting by each program. Also, agenda setting by the Fox program was positively related to viewers’ polarized candidate evaluations, whereas agenda setting by the NBC program was negatively associated. Implications of the partisan TV news context for agenda-setting theory are discussed.
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Attribute agenda-setting research has documented that attributes or traits of candidates emphasized in the news media influence voters’ images about those candidates (e.g., Coleman & Wu, 2010; Golan & Wanta, 2001; Kim & McCombs, 2007; King, 1997;
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McCombs, Llamas, Lopez-Escobar, & Rey, 1997; McCombs, Lopez-Escobar, & Llamas, 2000; Wu & Coleman, 2009). The current news environment, characterized by partisan selective exposure, however, requires researchers to consider potentially distinct agenda setting that may vary according to news sources’ political orientations. Also, the assumed partisan filtering by individual news outlets may influence subsequent effects of agenda setting on audience attitudes toward candidates.

To explore implications of the partisan news context for agenda-setting theory, this study investigates attribute agenda-setting influence and its relationship with subsequent candidate evaluation by analyzing broadcast and cable TV news and their audiences. TV news, in particular, merits scholarly attention as it has undergone significant partisan self-selection and polarization (Hollander, 2008; Iyengar & Hahn, 2009; Pew Research Center, 2009; Stroud, 2010). Continuing public reliance on TV news as a main source of electoral information, despite the growing prominence of the Internet (Pew Research Center, 2012), further justifies examination of its agenda-setting effects.

The first goal of this study is to investigate separate agenda setting of candidate attributes by different TV news outlets. A growing body of data indicates contrasting partisan imbalance in coverage of candidates among different TV news sources, particularly cable news (Farnsworth & Lichter, 2011; Morris & Francia, 2010; Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2004, 2008, 2012) that may lead to splitting of the agenda-setting process. Combining content analysis and survey data from the 2012 U.S. presidential election, this study examines how TV news programs from NBC, CNN, and Fox News differently emphasized affective attributes of opposing presidential candidates and whether those attributes that are salient in particular programs influenced their viewers’ perception of candidates.

The second goal of the current study is to address the potential role of attribute agenda setting in polarizing audience evaluation of competing candidates as a part of broader attitudinal outcomes of agenda setting. When polarization refers to divergence of opinions toward partisan or ideological extremes (Mutz, 2002; Stroud, 2010), the concept involves directional strength of attitudes. This polarization concept connects with the literature about attitudinal consequences of agenda setting, which has illustrated that agenda-setting effects can strengthen as well as direct public opinion about candidates, either positively or negatively (Balmas & Sheafer, 2010; Kiousis, 2005, 2011; Kiousis & McCombs, 2004; Moon, 2013). As a certain news source consistently highlights positive attributes of one candidate while emphasizing negative attributes of the other, audience attitudes toward the candidates may strengthen in bipolar directions, leading to polarized attitudes.

This study tests that possibility by linking affective agenda setting of candidate attributes to polarized audience evaluation of the candidates. By doing so, we aim to demonstrate that polarizing or depolarizing effects of TV news programs rely on viewers’ susceptibility to the effects of the affective dimension present in specific programs, rather than on simple exposure to those programs. Three TV news programs were selected for analysis: NBC Nightly News, CNN’s Anderson Cooper 360, and Fox News’ Special Report with Bret Baier. For a rigorous test, an individual-level analysis
was used to determine whether agenda setting and its subsequent effects persist even after controlling for viewers’ political predispositions and general news use variables.

**Partisan TV News**

Selective exposure to likeminded news and political information has been suggested as one of the main reasons for rearrangement of partisan compositions of TV news viewers among different channels. As people tend to avoid cognitive dissonance, which arises when they encounter information that disagrees (Festinger, 1957; Klapper, 1960), they likely seek news sources congenial to their existing political orientations. In a highly competitive TV news market, individual channels are motivated to capitalize on this tendency by strategically aligning news content with the political predispositions of targeted audiences (Baron, 2006; Gentzkow & Shapiro, 2006). Accordingly, Republican and conservative viewers have continued to move to Fox News, whereas Democrats and liberals increasingly select CNN and MSNBC (Hollander, 2008; Pew Research Center, 2009).

The presumed partisan and ideological slants of some news sources have become a cause for concern among commentators who worry about partisan intervention into standard norms of objective journalism. Criticism of news bias is more commonly aimed at Fox News (Alterman, 2004; Brock, 2004; Kitty, 2005), but CNN (Bozell, 2004) and MSNBC (Stanley, 2012) also receive bias accusations. More systematic content analyses lend some support to criticism of partisan inclinations in cable news. Fox News in particular was reported to select news items responsive to Republican or conservative positions and ideologies more frequently than news wires such as the Associated Press and Reuters (Baum & Groeling, 2008). In reporting politically divisive issues, Fox News was more favorable to the Bush administration’s war efforts in Iraq than was NBC (Aday, 2010), CNN, or MSNBC (Muddiman, Stroud, & McCombs, 2014), and more suspicious of claims of climate change than CNN and MSNBC (Feldman, Maibach, Roser-Renouf, & Leiserowitz, 2012).

Similar partisan inclinations in TV news were also noted in electoral contexts, especially when such inclinations were measured in terms of evaluative tones given to competing candidates. According to a series of content analyses (Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2004, 2008, 2012), Fox News tended to be more favorable to Republican than Democratic candidates, with this tendency reversed on CNN and MSNBC. One noteworthy pattern is that the partisan leaning of Fox was relatively stable regardless of the distinctive atmospheres of individual election cycles. During the 2008 election, for example, TV news in general gave more negative coverage to McCain than Obama. Even Fox gave a considerable amount of unfavorable coverage to McCain, but the channel was still less critical of McCain relative to other news channels (Farnsworth & Lichter, 2011; Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2008).

In sum, a growing body of evidence points to considerable partisan and ideological divergence in both content and audience of TV news. The shifting landscape of TV news has generated much research interest regarding its impact on viewers’ political
opinions and attitudes (e.g., Morris & Francia, 2010; Smith & Searles, 2014; Stroud, 2010). Given that partisan imbalance is most evident in tonal aspects of election coverage, the attribute agenda-setting process, including an affective dimension as an integral part of the extended agenda-setting process, can provide a theoretical framework to explain the influence of partisan TV news viewing on the electorate.

**Attribute Agenda Setting in Electoral Contexts**

The basic hypothesis of attribute agenda setting posits that attributes emphasized in the news become prioritized in the public’s mind in much the same way that traditional agenda setting works. While traditional agenda setting deals with the salience of an object, attribute agenda setting focuses on traits and properties that comprise an object, whether a political issue, event, or figure. Attributes are further divided into substantive and affective dimensions: The substantive dimension refers to cognitive elements constituting an object, whereas the affective dimension means evaluative components involving positive, negative, or neutral tones (McCombs, 2014; McCombs et al., 1997; McCombs et al., 2000).

Based on the framework of attribute agenda setting, studies have demonstrated that news media shape the public’s images of political candidates. When news media differ in emphasizing various attributes or traits of candidates, people tend to respond to the ordering of attributes presented by the media. Although attribute agenda setting has been replicated in many studies, the current partisan news situation has rarely been considered. As audience options for news sources with distinctive political orientations proliferate, the media agenda of a few elite news sources may no longer serve as a reliable proxy to measure the overall media agenda (Chaffee & Metzger, 2001).

Even before the rise of partisan news, correlations between agendas of different news media have never been perfect. In their seminal agenda-setting research, McCombs and Shaw (1972) noted that a lack of consensus of media agendas might arise from the “point of view” or even “extreme bias” of each news medium (p. 184). This observation suggests that editorial policy and culture of a particular news organization can cause dissimilarity of news agendas. This perspective coincides with the hierarchy of influences model, proposing that organizational characteristics can lead to variations in news content among different news outlets (Shoemaker & Reese, 2014).

A partisan TV news environment may further increase organizational influence on the news-making process that could undermine intermedia similarity of agendas. Balanced reporting is more loosely practiced in cable news, with more single-viewpoint news present in cable news than in broadcast news (Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2005). Across all three cable news channels, the amount of opinion-based news has continued to rise at the expense of factual reporting (Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2013). Deviation from fact-oriented, balanced reporting allows more room for partisan or ideological interpretation in the news.

These changes in the TV news landscape establish a need for agenda-setting research that involves a more refined measurement of media and public agendas across
different news outlets and their audiences. Supporting this point, the magnitude of attribute agenda setting tends to be greater when candidate attributes of a specific news source are paired with attributes of that source’s audience rather than with other sources’ audience (McCombs et al., 2000). Experiment-based agenda-setting research clearly supports the idea that agenda-setting effects arise from the content of news messages to which individuals are exposed. Given evidence indicating different emphases of tonal aspects of candidate image by different TV news outlets (Farnsworth & Lichter, 2011; Morris & Francia, 2010; Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2004, 2008, 2012), agenda-setting effects depend on the particular TV news programs on which individuals rely. Muddiman et al. (2014) confirmed the separate attribute agenda setting of the three cable news channels by demonstrating that different emphases of affective tones about the Iraq War on the three channels were related to a viewer’s overall positive-negative opinions about the war. Therefore, we postulated the following hypothesis:

**H1:** Viewing a particular news program will be positively associated with the attribute agenda setting of the program.

**Attribute Agenda Setting and Attitude Polarization**

Partisan selective exposure has generated much research interest regarding its impact on political polarization (Mutz, 2006; Prior, 2013; Sunstein, 2001). Some data based on a panel survey (Stroud, 2010) and experiment (Jones, 2002; Taber & Lodge, 2006) show that a causal direction flows from partisan selective exposure to attitude polarization. What is lacking in these studies, though, is attention to the content of news messages that may cause polarization in real-world contexts.

Research on attitudinal consequences of agenda setting complements the extant literature by taking potentially polarizing news content into account. Polarization is often defined as divergence of political opinion toward partisan or ideological extremes that is operationalized by folding continuous measures of political attitudes (Mutz, 2002; Stroud, 2010). This definition suggests that the concept includes strength as well as direction of opinion pertaining to a certain political object. The concept includes tonal direction as it involves opposition or conflict of opinion among the public regarding political orientations, issues, or figures. Polarization is also a manifestation of attitude strength, particularly attitude extremity, identified at the bipolar ends of positive or negative evaluation (Abelson, 1995).

These aspects of strength and direction inherent in polarization connect with agenda-setting research, which has documented the strengthening and directing of opinion as major attitudinal outcomes of agenda setting. News attention to a certain object generates more frequent and engaged thinking, which functions to strengthen opinions and attitudes about the object (McCombs & Reynolds, 2002; Weaver, 1984). Empirical studies supported this hypothesis by confirming that media salience is positively correlated with various dimensions of attitude strength, such as opinion strength about political issues (Weaver, 1991), opinionation, and extreme attitudes about
political figures (Kiousis, 2011; Kiousis & McCombs, 2004). More relevant to the current study, the role of media salience in inducing stronger attitudes has also been observed in the attribute agenda setting of candidates (Kiousis, 2005; Moon, 2013).

Furthermore, studies that analyzed the influence of valence of media agenda discovered that news attention can have an impact on the direction of public opinion. Attribute agenda-setting research elaborates directional consequences of agenda setting by incorporating the affective element as an essential part of the agenda-setting process. Specifically, affective agenda setting posits that tones about particular attributes in the news can guide public opinion in either positive or negative ways. Mostly conducted in electoral contexts, prior research confirmed that tones of political figures in the news corresponded to public evaluation of those figures (Coleman & Wu, 2010; Kim & McCombs, 2007; McCombs et al., 1997; McCombs et al., 2000; Wu & Coleman, 2009). In addition, through the affective priming process, the valence of candidate attributes in the news predicted affective salience among the public, which in turn related to public judgment of candidates’ suitability for public office (Balmas & Sheafer, 2010).

Within the context of partisan TV news, these prior studies imply that partisan imbalance of certain programs may cause polarized attitudes toward competing candidates. That is, when cable news channels consistently deliver slanted news, offering positive attributes of one candidate while emphasizing negative attributes of the other, audience attitudes may move toward bipolar ends. However, simple exposure to partisan news sources may not be a sufficient condition for partisan news to induce polarized attitudes. Even among viewers who watch the same partisan source, the level of attitude polarization may vary beyond political predispositions: Some viewers will be more affected by the evaluative tones presented in news than others.

Attribute agenda setting can tap into individual levels of susceptibility to the influence of watching particular news programs. In an aggregate-level analysis, media salience was found to affect individuals’ attitude strength, including polarized feelings toward competing candidates (Kiousis, 2011; Kiousis & McCombs, 2004). Furthermore, an individual-level analysis discovered that attribute agenda setting mediated the relationship between individuals’ news use and attitude strength about candidates (Moon, 2013). In the current TV news environment characterized by partisan inclinations of cable news channels, it can be expected that agenda setting by partisan news programs will contribute to the strengthening of candidate evaluations in bipolar directions. Specifically, those who are more susceptible to agenda setting by cable news should favor one candidate more strongly and, at the same time, have greater negative feelings toward the other. However, susceptibility to attribute agenda setting by broadcast TV news should depolarize viewer attitudes because relatively balanced coverage of candidates may cancel out the effects of opposing tones of different candidates. Therefore, we postulated the following two hypotheses:

**H2:** Agenda setting of candidates’ attributes by CNN’s Anderson Cooper and Fox’s Special Report will be positively related to polarized attitudes toward candidates.
**H3:** Agenda setting of candidates’ attributes by NBC Nightly News will be negatively related to polarized attitudes toward candidates.

**Method**

**Public Opinion Data**

The 2012 American National Election Studies (ANES) data were analyzed. The cross-sectional survey used a face-to-face method and the Internet to interview a total of 5,916 respondents. All variables used in this study were obtained from the pre-election wave. Notably, the 2012 data cover a wide array of questions regarding respondents’ news media use. Questionnaires included the use of specific newspapers and TV and radio programs, in addition to conventional questions about general news media use. Statistical analysis in the current research relied upon weighted data to adjust the difference between the sample and national demographic characteristics.

**Content Analysis**

**Sampling.** News programs on the three TV channels aired in July and August 2012 were analyzed: NBC Nightly News, CNN’s Anderson Cooper 360, and Fox News’ Special Report with Bret Baier. The time frame of sampling, covering 2 months prior to the beginning of the ANES survey, was based on the time lag of agenda-setting effects, observed with 4 to 8 weeks as the optimal period (McCombs, 2014).

Despite the proliferation of Internet news in recent years, TV continues to be the main news source for Americans. Pew Research Center (2012) reported that 67% of voters relied on TV as the main source of campaign news, and more people selected cable news rather than broadcast news as their primary source. Among broadcast TV news channels, NBC had more viewers than its competitors. Because cable channels do not have typical primetime news programs like broadcast TV does, Special Report was selected as the flagship news program of Fox News (Groseclose & Milyo, 2005). Anderson Cooper was the only CNN news program included in ANES data.

Stories were collected using keyword searches from transcripts of LexisNexis Academic (http://www.lexisnexis.com). Keywords were Obama, president, Romney, former Massachusetts governor, and former governor.

**Coding.** Attributes of Obama and Romney and respective tones were analyzed. The coding scheme was matched with ANES questionnaires asking about the two candidates’ personal traits. While ANES inquired about six personal attributes of each candidate—particularly morality, leadership, care, knowledge, intelligence, and honesty—we combined questions about knowledge and intelligence in the same category as they were not clearly distinguished in pilot coding. Responses from the survey showed a high correlation between the two items at the .001 level (Obama, $r = .80$; Romney, $r = .76$). Other interrelated attributes were morality and honesty. In today’s electoral context, however, morality represents an attribute related to fundamental...
and religious values. Typically, issues involving moral values in elections are gay marriage, abortion, and religion (Hillygus & Shields, 2005; Lovett & Jordan, 2005). Hence, if an article evaluated the candidates based on those issues, it was coded as morality. Honesty, however, is a broader concept than morality, at least in the election. When mentions were made, such as “he is ethical” or “he is truthful,” those were coded as honesty.

Next, the affective tone of each mention of an attribute was coded by determining whether it was positive or negative. Neutral tone was deleted after pilot coding because it was difficult to identify an attribute directly related to the evaluation of candidates as being neutral in the electoral context. Coders were asked to judge the tones based on the impression they would receive from the perspective of TV viewers. The unit of analysis was a mention. When a sentence included multiple attributes, all of them were coded separately. Intercoder reliability between two coders was checked based on a 10% subsample. The overall agreement was 96%. Following are the values of Scott’s $\pi$ for each variable: Obama’s morality (.74), leadership (.75), care (.90), intelligence (.87), and honesty (.86); Romney’s morality (.80), leadership (.80), care (1), intelligence (1), and honesty (1).

Measures

TV news viewing. Respondents were first asked whether “they heard about presidential campaign on TV news/talk/public affairs/news analysis programs.” If they gave a positive answer, they were further instructed to check the TV programs they watch regularly, at least once a month. Viewership of CNN’s Anderson Cooper ($n = 480$), Fox’s Special Report ($n = 288$), and NBC Nightly News ($n = 1,216$) was measured separately ($1 =$ watching the program, $0 =$ not watching).

Attribute agenda-setting index. To examine the individual level of the agenda-setting effects of candidates’ affective attributes, correspondence between the program’s affective tones and respondents’ evaluations of candidates’ attributes was calculated. ANES asked respondents how well each statement about a candidate’s attributes or traits (e.g., “he is moral”) described the candidate on a 5-point scale ($1 =$ extremely well, $5 =$ not well at all). After combining the attributes of knowledge and intelligence, five attributes for each candidate were obtained. Each score of the total 10 attribute items was reversed for alignment with attribute scores of the programs.

Each TV channel’s candidate attribute scores were calculated using the Janis–Fadner Coefficient of Imbalance (Janis & Fadner, 1943). The Janis–Fadner method works well for the operationalization of candidate attributes because it incorporates both strength (frequency) and direction (tone) of the message, which are two important dimensions of attribute agenda setting (Sheafer, 2007). The coefficient ranges from $-1$ when all candidate attributes in a particular program are negative to $+1$ when all attributes are positive.$^1$

The final step was determining the level of correspondence of the 10 attribute scores between a particular TV program and a respondent’s evaluation using rank-order correlation analysis which has been the conventional approach in agenda-setting
research since the original study by McCombs and Shaw (1972). Each respondent had three values of Spearman’s \( \rho \) because there were three matching news programs. A higher value of \( \rho \) indicated a closer match between candidates’ affective attributes as presented by the program and respondents’ perception of those attributes.

**Polarization.** Based on prior research (Mutz, 2002; Stroud, 2010), polarized attitudes toward candidates were measured by calculating the difference of 100-degree thermometer feelings toward the two candidates, with higher degrees indicating more favorable feelings. A feeling thermometer has been employed to assess attitude strength in previous agenda-setting research (Kiousis, 2005, 2011; Kiousis & McCombs, 2004). Attitude polarization was an absolute value obtained by subtracting Obama’s rating from Romney’s, with a possible range from 0 to 100 (\( M = 53.49, SD = 30.09 \)). If a respondent felt the same degree of feeling for both candidates, the polarization score was 0. If a respondent felt 100 degrees for Obama and 0 degree for Romney (or vice versa), the score was 100.

**Control variables.** News attention was measured on a 5-point scale (1 = none, 5 = a great deal). To separate effects of the individual news programs from those of general news use, attention to TV news (\( M = 2.78, SD = 1.54 \)), newspaper (\( M = 1.72, SD = 1.67 \)), Internet news (\( M = 2.15, SD = 1.61 \)), and radio news (\( M = 1.84, SD = 1.71 \)) was controlled.

Five demographic variables were also controlled: gender (female = 52%), age (\( Mdn = 8, 50-54 \) years old), education (\( Mdn = 3, \) some post-high school, no bachelor’s degree), income (\( Mdn = 13, \) US$40,000-US$44,999), and race (White/non-Hispanic = 59%). Two political variables were also controlled: partisanship and political interest. These variables were found to relate to the selection of partisan or neutral news sources and the magnitude of attribute agenda-setting effects (Camaj, 2014). Partisanship was measured on a 7-point scale, ranging from 1 (strong Democrat) to 7 (strong Republican). Political interest was a single-item question asking, “How often do you pay attention to what’s going on in government and politics?” based on a 5-point scale (1 = never, 5 = always).

**Analytic Procedure**

Ordinary least squares multiple regressions were conducted to test the hypotheses. The first set of analyses estimated the predictive value of viewing particular TV programs on attribute agenda setting of those programs. The second set of analyses assessed how attribute agenda setting of each program related to viewers’ polarized attitudes toward the two candidates. We emphasize that the cross-sectional nature of the analyses does not allow us to determine causal directions among news viewing, attribute agenda setting, and polarization. The design of this study does not rule out the possibility of reverse causal directions from polarized attitudes to the selection of news programs and attribute agenda setting. It should be cautioned, therefore, that the study’s findings ought to be interpreted against this methodological limitation.
Results

A total of 1,800 mentions of candidates’ attributes in the news were analyzed. Fox’s Special Report (n = 836) and CNN’s Anderson Cooper (n = 654) had more mentions than NBC Nightly News (n = 310). Mentions about Obama (n = 920) occurred slightly more often than those about Romney (n = 880). The most frequently mentioned traits were leadership and honesty, whereas morality was mentioned the least for both candidates.

As expected, there were clear differences in the balance of positive and negative attributes given to the two candidates among the three programs. In Fox’s Special Report, the balance was clearly tilted in favor of Romney; the overall Janis–Fadner coefficient for Romney attributes was .31 whereas that of Obama attributes was −.68. The uniform negative or positive signs of all five attributes for the two candidates also presented contrasting tones given to the candidates by the program. To a lesser extent, CNN’s Anderson Cooper also showed an imbalance in the reverse direction, offering more positive attributes to Obama (.04) than to Romney (−.21). NBC Nightly News was marginally more positive to Obama (.04) than to Romney (−.04), but the imbalance was the smallest among the three programs (see Table 1).

Additional chi-square analyses also showed different candidate portrayals by the three programs. Among six pairs (2 Candidates × 3 Programs), five comparisons yielded significant chi-square values. Fox demonstrated significant differences in affective tones at the .001 level in comparison with NBC (Obama, χ² = 118; Romney, χ² = 29) and with CNN (Obama, χ² = 162; Romney, χ² = 99). NBC and CNN also showed significant differences in terms of tones given to Romney (χ² = 7.7, p < .01), but they exhibited no significant differences in coverage of Obama attributes. Overall, the content analysis supported the argument of partisan imbalance on the two cable channels.

H1 focused on the distinctive agenda-setting effects of candidates’ attributes by different TV news programs. As predicted, viewing a particular program was a positive and significant predictor of individual-level agenda-setting effects. Watching CNN’s Anderson Cooper, Fox’s Special Report, and NBC Nightly News was positively associated with the agenda-setting index of each program. Among the three programs, viewing Special Report (β = .06) and Anderson Cooper (β = .05) was significant at the .001 level, whereas watching Nightly News (β = .03) was significant at the .05 level. Even after controlling for media and political variables, the attribute agenda-setting effects of particular news programs were confirmed. Not surprisingly, respondents’ partisanship was the strongest predictor of the match between each program’s attribute agenda and respondents’ attribute perceptions in the expected direction. The stronger the identification with the Republican Party, the higher the congruence of a respondent’s perceptions of candidate attributes with the candidate attributes emphasized in Fox’s Special Report. The stronger the identification with the Democratic Party, the closer the match between a respondent’s attribute perceptions and the attribute agenda of CNN’s Anderson Cooper (see Table 2). The results imply that candidate attributes emphasized by both Fox’s Special Report and CNN’s Anderson Cooper tend to correspond to partisan respondents’ candidate evaluations.2
H2 and H3 focused on the attitudinal consequences of agenda-setting effects of candidates’ affective attributes. Because agenda-setting effects of a specific medium or outlet are led by the use of that medium, only the respondents who watched a specific program were included in each statistical analysis. The original 7-point scale of partisanship was collapsed to a 4-point scale to match the dependent variable measured as an absolute value of gap between feelings toward Obama and Romney. Strong Democrats and strong Republicans were recoded to 4, for instance, and midpoint independents were recoded to 1.

H2 predicted that agenda setting of candidates’ attributes by CNN’s Anderson Cooper and Fox’s Special Report would be positively related to polarized attitudes toward the candidates. As hypothesized, the agenda-setting index of Fox’s Special Report was significantly related to polarized attitudes ($\beta = .30, p < .001$). That is, those who are more prone to attribute agenda setting by the Fox program had more polarized
attitudes toward the opposing candidates. In contrast, the agenda-setting index of CNN’s Anderson Cooper (β = −.06, p = .15) was not significantly related to polarization.

**H3** posited that the agenda setting of NBC Nightly News would be inversely associated with polarized attitudes toward candidates. As predicted, the Nightly News agenda-setting index was a negative predictor of polarization (β = −.06, p < .05). People who are more susceptible to the attribute agenda-setting effects of Nightly News had less polarized attitudes. **H3** was supported (see Table 3).

**Discussion**

To elaborate the agenda-setting process in the partisan TV news context, the present study explored distinct attribute agenda-setting effects and attitudinal outcomes by NBC, CNN, and Fox News. Overall, analyses of candidates’ attributes during the 2012 presidential election indicate that distinctive emphases of affective attributes by the different programs were related to separate patterns of agenda-setting effects and attitudinal consequences.

First, we found that a partisan imbalance existed in the portrayal of candidates’ attributes on the three programs. In particular, Fox’s Special Report provided near
one-sided coverage favorable to Romney rather than to Obama in terms of affective attributes. To a much lesser degree, CNN’s Anderson Cooper also showed an imbalance but in the opposite direction, giving more favorable coverage to Obama. NBC’s Nightly News was relatively balanced. Accordingly, disparity in affective attributes in the different programs resulted in separate agenda-setting processes. As the basic agenda-setting hypothesis posits, watching a specific program was found to be associated with the agenda-setting influence of that program. Notably, this relationship still held even after controlling for other media and political variables.

In addition, the current research discovered that agenda setting by the different news programs was related to distinct attitudinal outcomes in regard to polarization. Specifically, the agenda setting of Fox’s Special Report was associated with polarized opinions among viewers. Conversely, the agenda setting of NBC Nightly News predicted depolarized attitudes. This discrete function of attribute agenda setting for polarization seems to reflect contrasting patterns of candidate coverage by the programs and ensuing agenda-setting influence. Special Report was clearly one-sided, showing overwhelming negativity toward Obama and considerable positivity toward Romney. This clear-cut contrast in valence should push viewer attitudes toward bipolar extremes, widening the gap of viewer attitudes about the competing candidates. Meanwhile, the relatively balanced candidate treatment on NBC Nightly News should...
work against polarization by neutralizing the effects of the opposing tones of candidate attributes. The relative ambivalence toward the candidates in terms of affective attributes by CNN’s Anderson Cooper may explain why CNN’s agenda setting did not relate to polarized attitudes. Although the CNN program leaned more toward Obama than Romney, the imbalance was relatively minor compared with the Fox program.

The current investigation extends an emerging scholarly interest in the role of agenda setting in the partisan news context. Our study is consistent with prior research by Muddiman et al. (2014) that found distinctive affective agenda setting by different cable news channels. While their study dealt with the political issue of the Iraq War as an object, this study discovered attribute agenda setting of political candidates during a presidential campaign. Also, we employed a more rigorous test of affective agenda setting by matching the salience order of different attributes in the news with that of public perceptions, instead of comparing overall positive–negative tones in the news with general public evaluations.

In addition, the present research expands previous investigations regarding attitudinal consequences of agenda setting. Although past examinations documented that agenda-setting effects strengthen and direct attitudes toward objects and attributes, few studies have looked at attitudinal outcomes from the perspective of polarization, which is often regarded as the most significant political consequence caused by partisan selective exposure. Building upon the literature about subsequent influence of agenda setting, we illustrated that polarization or depolarization of voters’ candidate evaluations varies in relation to people’s susceptibility to the balance of news tones given to competing candidates by individual news programs.

This research contributes to knowledge about polarization because it is a rare investigation connecting the content of news messages and associated public opinions. In many survey-based studies, a partisan slant of cable news has often been presumed rather than examined. Accordingly, use of a partisan news source was assumed to relate to different types of political attitudes encompassing partisanship, ideology, issue opinion, and candidate evaluation without delving into the associated news content. By focusing on the specific content dimension of news, the current study demonstrates that one aspect of polarization (i.e., attitudes toward candidates) does indeed relate to variations of news content and its effects (i.e., agenda setting of candidate attributes).

More broadly, this research contributes to explicating agenda-setting theory in the shifting TV news environment characterized by a multitude of news channels and partisan selection of news. Some scholars have argued that proliferation of news sources would diminish agenda-setting effects, as we can no longer assume that mass audience would receive similar news content, or more particularly a similar news agenda (e.g., Bennett & Iyengar, 2008; Blumler & Kavanagh, 1999; Chaffee & Metzger, 2001). This study provides some empirical evidence to examine the claim that agenda-setting power of the news media is being weakened. At the affective level, the three TV news programs clearly diverged in their emphasis of candidates’ attributes. The results seem to support the argument that intermedia similarity of news agenda in certain contexts cannot be taken for granted. However, the current
investigation also shows that the central proposition of agenda setting, transfer of salience from media to public, persists even in the partisan TV news context.

Our results have an important theoretical implication, given that self-selection of news sources is often thought to diminish media effects, including agenda setting. When an audience’s political predispositions guide news choice, the impact of news use might be only a reflection, or reinforcement of preexisting beliefs and opinions (Bennett & Iyengar, 2008). The findings of the present study, however, call for caution before coming to a hasty conclusion that media influence is weakened in the current news setting. Although viewers’ partisanship tended to correspond to the news agenda of the individual program that reflected their political orientations, each program still had a unique agenda-setting influence at the individual level. In this respect, the outcome of our investigation is in line with prior research outside the agenda-setting tradition, noting the possibility that imbalanced news sources may exert strong influence on public opinion as one-sided information can be more persuasive than mixed or balanced messages (e.g., Dalton, Beck, & Huckfeldt, 1998; Feldman, 2011; Zaller, 1992).

Limitations of the current research should be recognized, the first being in regard to the causality presumed in this study. Although media influence on the public is well established in prior agenda-setting research, one must pay careful attention to the growing trend of partisan selective exposure. When an audience selects news sources based on its own political predispositions, identifying causal influence by the news media becomes more elusive. That is, audience evaluation of candidate traits may direct audience selection of particular TV programs. Similarly, those having polarized opinions about candidates may choose certain programs congenial to their opinions. To address this concern, future studies might consider overtime analysis with multiple time lags to examine whether use of particular TV news programs leads to attribute agenda setting and its ensuing effects.

The use of rank-order correlations is another drawback of the present study. As McCombs and Shaw (1972) first used rank-order correlations in their original agenda-setting study, the measurement has been widely used in subsequent agenda-setting research. However, rank-order measurement can reduce more refined differences in news content and public opinion to rather rough rank orders, undermining the predictive power of the variables. This research also has limitations related to the use of secondary data. Because of the unavailability of proper opinion data about MSNBC viewers, its agenda setting and polarization effects were not included in the analyses. In light of observations noting MSNBC’s partisan slant, comparable with Fox News in the reverse direction (Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2008, 2012), one might speculate that MSNBC could have a function similar to Fox: Watching MSNBC may lead to agenda setting of candidates’ attributes, which relates to polarized candidate evaluations.

It should also be noted that this study looked at the content and effects of particular programs. On one hand, this can be seen as a strength because we were able to match content of specific programs directly with opinions of their viewers, instead of making the broad assumption that emphases of candidates’ attributes would be homogeneous across different programs within the same channel. On the other hand, our method
restricts generalizability of the findings. Therefore, the results should be interpreted as the effects of specific programs, not as the effects of TV channels in general.

In addition, our focus on specific programs did not allow us to generate a sufficient sample size to examine how watching multiple programs of opposing political slants relates to agenda setting and polarization. In our data, only about 1% of respondents reported having watched both CNN’s Anderson Cooper and Fox’s Special Report. According to previous studies, however, many people cross-watch cable news channels with opposing partisan inclinations (Prior, 2013; Stroud, 2011). Viewing multiple programs repeating similar attributes can augment agenda-setting effects, whereas cross-exposure to programs emphasizing opposing attributes may neutralize each program’s agenda-setting influences (Muddiman et al., 2014). Future research could expand the number of programs to explore the impact of cross-viewing on agenda setting and polarization.

Our findings reinforce a concern that polarization, along with partisan self-exposure, may undermine common ground for public deliberation. The implications of partisan news use for democracy, however, need to be examined further because those who use partisan sources may participate more actively in politics than others (e.g., Dilliplane, 2011; Stroud, 2011). In this regard, we expect that follow-up research would address the role of attribute agenda setting and polarization for public engagement in politics. Given previous studies documenting the positive association of agenda setting with political behaviors such as voting choice (Roberts, 1992; Wu & Coleman, 2009) and campaign activities (Moon, 2013), attribute agenda setting and polarization by partisan news sources may either mediate or moderate those sources’ influence on political participation.

Finally, scholars need to consider how emerging third-level agenda setting, also termed the network agenda-setting model, can further illuminate the role of agenda setting in the partisan news environment. Focusing on networked relationships among the elements of agendas, this new model posits that news media can transfer the salience of relationships in the news to the public, and this hypothesis has been supported at both issue and attribute levels (Guo & McCombs, 2011a, 2011b; Vargo, Guo, McCombs, & Shaw, 2014; Vu, Guo, & McCombs, 2014). This new approach can extend to research on the agenda-setting effects of partisan news sources. Future studies can explore the potentially distinct process of network agenda setting by different partisan news outlets and its relationship to subsequent attitudes seen as associations of related attitudes, rather than as discrete, separate attitudes.
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Notes

1. The coefficients were calculated using the following formula:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{If } p & > n, & \frac{p^2 - pn}{(p+n)t}, \\
\text{If } p & < n, & \frac{pn - n^2}{(p+n)t},
\end{align*}
\]

where \(p\) = number of positive mentions of an attribute, \(n\) = number of negative mentions of an attribute, and \(t\) = total number of mentions of attributes.

2. Additional partial correlation analyses were conducted to validate the findings. The overall process was grounded on the method used in previous agenda-setting research (Coleman & Wu, 2010). First, the total attribute scores of each program for each candidate were calculated based on the Janis–Fadner Coefficient of Imbalance (Janis & Fadner, 1943). Second, to create a variable for each respondent’s exposure to affective attributes by different programs, each program’s candidate attribute scores were weighted, multiplying them by 1 or 0 depending on a respondent’s exposure to a specific program. If a respondent, for instance, watched CNN’s Anderson Cooper, the CNN-Obama index was determined to be .039. Third, a respondent’s attitudes toward each candidate were calculated by adding respondents’ responses to the five attributes describing each candidate on the American National Election Studies (ANES) questionnaire. Factor analyses showed that all of the five attributes for each candidate—morality, leadership, caring, intelligence, and honesty—were combined into one component (Obama, \(\alpha = .95\); Romney, \(\alpha = .93\)). To test agenda-setting effects, six partial correlation analyses (2 Candidates \(\times\) 3 Programs) were conducted by correlating an individual’s exposure measure with the person’s attitude measure. The same variables controlled in the original regression analyses were entered. Among the six analyses, five yielded significant relationships. Exposure to Obama attributes in a particular program and public attitudes toward him were all significantly associated at the .001 level (CNN = .06; Fox = .12; NBC = .07). In addition, public attitudes toward Romney were correlated with exposure to Fox \((r = .15, p < .001)\) and NBC \((r = .03, p < .05)\), but they were not significantly related to CNN exposure. Overall, the findings supported the existence of agenda-setting effects.

3. The argument of weakening intermedia convergence of news agendas is particularly related to political news rather than to business news, in which intermedia convergence of agendas seems to persist (Ragas, 2014a, 2014b).
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